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FARO
SAFETY AND RESILIENCE GUIDELINES FOR AVIATION

This document is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under
grant agreement No 892542 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme.

Abstract
FARO WP4 aims at generating predictive models of safety events (Safety Performance Functions - SPFs)
by using organisational, technical, human, and procedural precursors to characterise and predict
airspace Separation Minima Infringement (SMI), as a function of those precursors.
To accomplish this objective, the work has been organised into 3 tasks:
•
•
•

T4.1 Safety Performance Functions (SPFs) Development. The development of the SPFs starts
with a characterisation of the safety events in terms of the safety dimensions (precursors) and
their aggregation.
T4.2 Safety Performance Functions (SPFs) Calibration, Adjustment and Sensitivity Analysis.
T4.3 Safety Performance Functions (SPFs) Influence Factors and Applicability Thresholds.

Deliverable 4.2 is tasked with the adaptation of the generic SPF baseline model to the characteristics
of the sectors analyzed in Use Cases 1 and 2, as well as with the derivation of the most Influencing
Factors and Applicability Thresholds in each of the models, and the development of a graphical scheme
to present, in a synthetic way, the outcomes of the models.
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1 Introduction
Work Package 4 (WP4) in FARO proposes the development of ATM Safety Performance Functions (SPF)
as effective tools to measure safety performance in ATM. The concept of Safety Performance Functions
refers to explanatory and predictive mathematical models able to explain and predict the occurrence
of safety events. Safety Events are defined as all events which have, or could have significance in the
context of aviation safety, ranging from accidents and serious incidents, through incidents or events
that must be reported, to occurrences of lesser severity which, in the opinion of the reporter could
have safety significance [1].
FARO project is concerned with a particular type of ATM safety event, the Separation Minima
Infringement (SMIs). A SMI is a situation in which prescribed separation minima were not maintained
between aircraft.
In general, the two project level objectives of FARO project related to safety area are the following:
O1 Capitalisation on the existent knowledge of safety – This objective pursues to systematically extract
existent safety knowledge by applying data-driven techniques combined with a knowledge-based
approach, levering the knowledge of experts within the consortium and exploiting experience from
other transport modes.
This objective pursues the identification of safety events’ dimensions in terms of technological,
organisational and human aspects associated to specific automation solutions.
O2 Quantification of the impact of increasing the level of automation on ATM safety levels - This
objective aims at generating predictive models of safety events as a function of the technological,
organisational, human and procedural dimensions and automation solutions defined in the scenarios
considered in WP2.
Therefore, WP4 aims at generating predictive models of safety events by using organisational,
technical, human, and procedural precursors to characterise and predict airspace SMI, as a function of
those precursors.
This objective pursues to systematically extract existent safety knowledge by applying data-driven
techniques combined with a knowledge-based approach, levering the knowledge of experts within the
consortium, and exploiting experience from other transport modes.
To accomplish this objective, the work has been organised into 3 tasks:

10

•

T4.1 SPFs Development. The development of the SPFs starts with a characterisation of the
safety events in terms of the safety dimensions (precursors) and their aggregation. The
outcome of this descriptive analysis, together with prior statistical knowledge, serves to select
potential models that could provide statistical representations of the frequency and severity
of safety events. A data-driven approach complements the SPF development, allowing the
identification of the SPFs themselves after the descriptive analysis and the selection of
potential statistical models.

•

T4.2 SPFs Calibration, Adjustment and Sensitivity Analysis. The models proposed in the
previous task are adjusted and calibrated from real data. The explanatory power of each model

D4.2 APPLICABILITY OF SAFETY PERFORMANCE FUNCTIONS

•

and /or independent variable and the mixed effects are quantified. Sensitivity analysis
considering mixed effects enables the characterisation of safety performance in terms of not
only the independent dimensions, but also their combinations, identifying prior thresholds of
those dimensions that would reduce the frequency of a safety event.
T4.3 SPFs Influence Factors and Applicability Thresholds. Application of the model to the study
cases or scenarios defined in the project, to quantify the influence factors of each study case
and determine the criteria and thresholds for its applicability.

1.1 Purpose of the document
Deliverable 4.2 is tasked with the adaptation of the generic SPF baseline model to the characteristics
of the sectors analysed in Use Cases 1 and 2, as these are the cases applied to en-route and, therefore,
can be implemented by the model developed by safety. In addition, the derivation of the Most
Influential Factors and the Thresholds of Applicability in each of the models will be developed, and a
graphical scheme will be developed to present, in a synthetic way, the results of the models. This report
covers the research conducted in T4.3.
This document describes all the processes followed to adapt the generic SPF developed in D4.1 to the
sectors analysed in the use cases defined in D2.2. The detailed LECMSAN sector model was used in
D4.1 to explain and illustrate the process of obtaining and integrating the 19 Bayesian networks into a
single SPF model. As a result of the adaptation process required to analyse the project's use cases, this
deliverable D 4.2 also includes the models corresponding to the LECMBCC and LECMBCU sectors.
The document also describes in detail the necessary analysis to determine for each tailored model
(LECMSAN, LECMBCC and LECMBCU) which are the most influential variables and to set threshold for
its variation. This process consists mainly of “tornado” and “forward” analysis.
As each model is a complex 19 Bayesian Network (BN) structure, the document also includes the
development of some graphical tools designed to synthesize all the information provided by the
Bayesian superstructure in a single visual graph, capable of transmitting the information provided by
the model to facilitate a fast and straightforward decision-making process.
The final step in configuring the models for their application involves validating the entire 19 BN
structure. The basic approach to model validation is conceptually outlined in this document. However,
the validation method, detailed process, scenario, metrics, and results are included in WP6, as part of
the project's validation activities, and are consequently reported in D6.1 and D6.2.

1.2 Document and content
This document is structured as follows:
•

•

Section 1 introduces the purpose of the document, its contents and the terminology and
acronyms used.
Section 2 provides a brief summary of the work developed in previous tasks 4.1 and 4.2. It
should be noted that the work carried out in this second deliverable implies the adaptation of
the baseline model developed in the previous tasks of WP4. For a better understanding of the
work presented in this document, it is necessary to outline the fundamental principles that
support the proposed SPF model described in detail in D4.1.
Section 3 presents the methodology followed in the document.
11
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•

Section 4 summarises the use cases to be analysed in the document.

•

Section 5 presents and discusses the results of the document and the analysis performed. To
facilitate the reading of the document, the results are presented in a synthetic graphic format.
The detailed work of adapting the models to each analysed sector, and all the “tornado” and
“forward” analysis carried out to established influence factors and threshold, are included in
the annexes of the document. The reader can refer to the detailed information to drill down
into the analysis results as needed.

•

Section 6 presents the conclusions drawn from the work developed.

1.3 Terminology and acronyms
Table 1: Acronyms list

Term

Definition

3D

3 Dimensional

AC

Aircraft

ANSP

Air Navigation Service Provider

ATC

Air Traffic Control

ATCo

Air Traffic Controller

AFTCM

Air Traffic Flow Capacity Management

ATM

Air Traffic Management

BBN

Bayesian Belief Network

BN

Bayesian Network

CNS

Communications, Navigation and Surveillance

CPA

Closest Point of Approach

dCPA

Distance Closest Point of Approach

EB

Empirical Bayes

ECTS

European Train Control System

ERTMS

European
System

ETA

Event Tree Analysis

12

Railway

Traffic

Management
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FARO

safety And Resilience guidelines for aviatiOn

FL

Flight Level

ft

Feet

GSMR

Global System for Mobile communicationsRailway

IE

Initial Event

LECBCCC

Barcelona Central Sector

LECBCCU

Barcelona Upper Sector

LECMSAN

Santiago Sector

LoS

Loss of Separation

MAC

Mid Air Collisions

MTS

Maritime Transport System

NM

Nautical Miles

RBC

Radio Block Center

RTM

Regression to the Mean

SMI

Separation Minima Infringement

SPF

Safety Performance Function

STCA

Short Term Conflict Alert

TLC

Time of Last Clearance

Vx

X-axis speed

Vy

Y-axis speed

Vz

Z-axis speed

WP

Work Package

13
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2 Summary of previous work
FARO WP4 aims at generating predictive models of safety events, SPFs, by using organisational,
technical, human, and procedural precursors to characterise and predict airspace Separation Minima
Infringement (SMI), as a function of those precursors.
In the first two task of this WP, a baseline model of the SPF for the characterisation and prediction of
airspace SMIs in particular ATC sectors has been developed. The methodology, development process
and outcomes of the baseline model have been detailed in the deliverable D 4.1, which summarised
the mathematical background and the methodological approach followed, the process followed to
build up the model, and which served as the underlying framework for subsequent deliverables. The
report covered the selected SPFs as a function of the safety dimensions (precursors) and their
aggregation, the results from the adjustment and calibration processes, and the sensitivity analyses
with respect to the independent dimensions.
The work carried out in this second deliverable, D 4.2, implies the adaptation of the baseline model to
each one of the Use Cases Scenarios (D 2.2), the delimitation of influencing factors and thresholds, as
well as the validation and application of the models to specific analysis. Therefore, for a better
understanding of the work accomplished and presented in this second WP4 deliverable, it is necessary
to outline the main principles that sustain the proposed SPF model. Those that have read D4.1 recently
can skip this section and proceed directly into the methodology chapter. For those that are not
familiarised with the baseline model the reading of this section is needed for a proper understanding
of the work accomplished and its results.
The term SPF is used in many industries to refer, in a general way, to mathematical models that have
the capacity to explain, but above all, predict the occurrence of safety events. The expression has been
coined in the field of road transport, with the development of models to predict the occurrence of
traffic accidents, and over the years its applications have expanded into new fields such as railway or
aviation.
The latest works in this area focus on the framework of Bayesian statistics, which is considered the
most advanced technique in statistical analysis of collisions. The Bayesian Network (BN) – SPFs
approach has been developed and applied to several case studies in the road, train, and maritime
industry, but it can also be utilised in other sectors such aviation and Air Traffic Management.
These models can be conceptually extrapolated to the airspace, considering different characteristics:
the geometry of the routes followed by the aircraft, the volume of traffic, the mix of traffic and its
dynamic variables, the geometry of the encounters between aircraft, the severity or magnitude of
Separation Minima Infringement between aircraft, the complexity of the airspace structures, the size
and characteristics of the sectors where the aircraft are flying, the complexity of the organization and
management of the airspace, etc.
Additionally, traditional statistical approaches are not useful in this case due to the scare number of
SMIs. With a much reduced number of separation minima infringements in the total sample of flights,
conventional approaches will not have statistical relevance. It has been opted for other techniques
with high predictive capacity, that allows to integrate knowledge modelling with data inference and
have proven to be useful to estimate low probability events: Bayesian Networks (BN).
Bayesian networks are graphical representations that constitute directed acyclic graphs. A graph is a
set of nodes and edges (or arcs); acyclic means that this set is linear or open, not circular; and has a
14
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unique direction, which marks the arcs. In the network, nodes are random variables; and arcs represent
the direct dependency relationship between variables. The structure of the network gives information
on the relationships between variables, which can be cause-effect relationships.
These networks are based on Bayes' theorem and Bayesian inference. Bayes' theorem calculates the
probability of an event A under the condition of another event B, so that the probability of A varies
according to whether the event B occurs or not. The a priori probability of A is belief, and the event B
is evidence. Bayesian inference makes use of Bayes' theorem and is the process of updating beliefs
when evidence is known. Evidence can come from the data obtained or from the knowledge of an
expert. This modifies the initial assumptions and results in posterior probabilities. Bayesian networks
can be created using only expert’s knowledge, directly from data, or as a combination of both, as it has
been done in this case. The process involves data processing, structure learning and parametric
learning.
To develop a Bayesian Network model for such a complex problem as SMI prediction has not been
straightforward. It has been necessary to set up a conceptual framework that integrates the current
available knowledge about SMIs causality and precursors with the hindsight derived from the analysis
of the type of data available in the project, particularly those that reflect the ATCo interventions.
The conceptual framework that backs up the proposed BN model considers the general scenario where
aircraft routes evolve and focuses on the analysis of the Closest Point of Approach (CPA), for any
possible aircraft pair in an air traffic sector, and on the understanding and quantification of the process
that leads to such CPA.
The three main elements in the conceptual framework have been considered. The actual final CPA
between an aircraft pair can be interpreted as the outcome of a process where the expected aircraft
trajectories become modified as the results of the ATCo intervention. It may be then considered the
CPA between an aircraft pair as the actual shortest distance between those two aircraft, expressed as
vertical separation and horizontal separation before ATCo intervention. This magnitude is called "final
CPA". It can be also calculated what the CPA would have been between this aircraft pair if both had
followed their planned trajectories without any modification or ATCo intervention. This magnitude is
named "prior CPA". The difference between both magnitudes, final CPA and prior CPA, is attributed to
alterations of the expected trajectory that are induced by ATCo intervention.
To translate the conceptual framework into a set of causal subnetworks, the concepts of ATM barrier
model (which constitute an abstraction of the ATC separation provision function) and event trees have
been incorporated in the model. Based upon the available operational data the barriers considered in
this model refer to: Assessment of potential conflict, Conflict identification, Conflict resolution by the
ATCo, STCA, and Conflict resolution after STCA. Each ATM barrier is analysed in a bespoke BN and all
of them are finally integrated following the structure of the proposed event tree.
Two types of subnetworks have been built. In the first place, those destined to estimate the probability
of an event occurring and, on the other hand, those destined to estimate the vertical and horizontal
distance at the CPA between aircraft. The first type of subnetwork explains the modelling of the ATM
barriers and its effectiveness. The second type explains the modelling of the outcomes of the event
tree and the probability distribution of the vertical and horizontal separation between the pairs of
aircraft included in each outcome. The whole model is composed by a set of 19 subnetworks integrated
into a big BN superstructure.

15
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The outputs of the network are characterized by probability distributions. For a given state of the input
variables, the model will predict the predicted probability of success for the ATM barriers; for example,
the probability of interaction between aircraft, probability of potential conflict, probability of detection
of the conflict, probability of resolution of the conflict, etc. Also, for a given state of the input variables,
the model will predict the probability distribution of the aircraft's vertical and horizontal separation at
its CPAs. The inputs to the model are also characterized as probability distributions and refer to the
general conditions that characterize the sector and its traffic (for example the distribution of aircraft
entries in the sector, the distribution of FL at the point of entry of aircraft in the sector, the distribution
of aircraft speed, etc.)
Thus, with this calculation capacity, the network would allow conclusions to be drawn about the impact
that a modification in the network entry conditions would have on the effectiveness of the barriers
and on the final distance distributions between aircraft in the CPA, thus estimating the probability of
SMI.
The global network allows for forward and backward analysis. In a backward analysis, the model will
be used to deliver a particular configuration in the input variables by setting the result variables to a
target value. In forward analysis, the model is used to predict the outcome variables by establishing
the probability distribution of the input nodes.
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3 Methodology
Once the generic BN model has been developed and described into this Deliverable 4.1 the following
activities will be accomplished in task 4.3 and documented into deliverable 4.2:
1) The adaptation of the generic model to the characteristics of the sectors analysed in Use Cases
1 and 2.
The SPF is sector dependant, what means that the generic BN model needs to be adapted for each ATC
sector. That means that the conditional probability tables in the model are specific to each Use Case
and have to be learned from data of the specific sector under analysis. The adaptation of the generic
model to the characteristics of the sector analysed in each Use Case implies:
•

•
•
•

Gathering and processing all the data from the sector/traffic under analysis in the Use Case.
Processing involves the discretisation of the data for each model variable. Discretization
scheme is knowledge driven, it cannot be automated and it might be different for each sector
because it depends on sector features and traffic profile.
Parametric learning, i.e. obtaining the required a priori and conditional probabilities tables
from the frequency observed directly from data.
Sensitivity analysis using the “tornado” diagram to tune the network and identify the most
influential variables for each particular sector.
Backward and forward analysis to define thresholds in the variables that might impact safety
performance in a scenario, if applicable.

This approach will be carried out subnetwork by subnetwork, so that particularized information can be
acquired for each of the defined barriers and lead to a summary of the network as a whole. The
technical process is similar to the one followed in D 4.1 and illustrated using the sector LECMSAN (Use
Case 1). As a result of the adaptation process required to analyze the project's use cases, this
deliverable D 4.2 also includes the models corresponding to the LECMBCC and LECMBCU sectors (Use
Case 2). For the sake of clarity and simplicity of the document, all the technical development for the
LECMBCC and LECMBCU sector models are included in Annexes I and II of this document. The reader
can refer to the detailed quantitative and probabilistic information of both annexes to drill down into
the models of both sectors as needed.
Upon completion of the above work, the BN models are becoming useable for a particular use case
and validation activities can be performed.
2) Derivation of the most Influencing Factors and Applicability Thresholds in each of the models.
One of the main task sill remaining in WP4 is the application of the model to the study cases or
scenarios defined in the project to quantify the influence factors of each study case and determine the
criteria and thresholds for its applicability.
The analysis necessary to determine for each tailored model (LECMSAN, LECMBCC and LECMBCU)
which are the most influential variables and the set of thresholds for its variation consists mainly of
“tornado” and “forward” analysis.
For each subnetwork the variables that have the largest influence in the subnetwork outcome will be
identified. A systematic +/-10% probability variation will be applied to each state of each variable, so
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the ones producing a highest change in the outcome variable can be identified and retained. The
percentage of variation will be used to set some thresholds of variables or states were applicable.
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 provides a detailed explanation, including an application example, of both
“tornado” and “forward” analysis. The examples correspond to subnetwork 1 and 2 of the LECMBCC
sector model.
Those sections are included to illustrate not only the technical bits of the analysis, but also its
interpretation to obtain operational information. These analyses have been systematically applied to
each subnetwork of each SPF model (LECMSAN, LECMBCC and LECMBCU).
For the sake of clarity and simplicity of the document, detailed tornado and forward analysis of each
subnetwork and model are included in Annexes III, IV and V. The reader can refer to the detailed
quantitative and probabilistic information of these annexes to drill down into the models of both
sectors as needed. Influencing Factors and Applicability Thresholds in each of the models are
presented in a simpler an integrated graphical view in section 4.
3) Validation of the model
The basic concept in the validation of the SPF is the goodness of fit of the model. The proposed models
are indeed a superstructure with a huge combination of BN sub-networks. Convectional BN goodness
of fit techniques have been applied during the development and tuning of each individual sub-network.
The validation of the model itself accounts for the goodness of fit of the entire model, that is, the
hyper-structure of 19 Bayesian sub-networks. For such a complex structure, a specific validation
approach is needed.
Applying classical validation techniques, two different scenarios will be defined to test the goodness
of fit of the entire BN superstructure in each Use Case. The two scenarios will represent extreme
conditions of the use case. For each scenario, a representative data set will be separated from the
learning data, and subsequently used to test the predictive ability of BN.
Scenario 1 will consist of a set of data with high occupancy rate in the sector and Scenario 2 will consist
of a set of data with low occupancy rate in the sector.
The predicted outcomes of the BN (Predicted probability of success of the ATM barriers included in
the model and Predicted probability distribution of the vertical and horizontal separation of the aircraft
at their CPAs) will be compared with the actual ones. To determine the validity of the statistical
approach we ensure that we verified the goodness of fit of the complete Bayesian Model is satisfying.
Although the main principles of the validation are outlined here, the details of the validation process
and results are presented in deliverable 6.2, as the results of all validations accomplished in the project
have been gather altogether in WP 6.
4) Development of a graphical scheme to present the outcomes of the model.
The SPF developed is a complex tool composed by 19 interconnected BN. As part of task 4.3 a graphical
synthetic representation of the outcomes of the model has been developed that allow a quick, direct
and easy to read, interpretation of the result predicted by the network.
The graphical representation has the form of a triptych, which presents a schematic graphic summary
of the inputs and outcomes of the model developed so far. The left side of the triptych will summarise
the input variables. Inputs refer to variables that account for the general conditions that characterise
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the sector and its traffic, and that will be characterized as probability distributions, for example the
distribution of aircraft entries in the sector, the distribution of FL at the point of entry of aircraft in the
sector, the distribution of aircraft speed, etc… For a given state of the input variables, the central part
of the triptych shows the predicted probability of success for the ATM barriers; for example, the
probability of interaction between aircraft, probability of potential conflict, probability of detection of
the conflict, probability of resolution of the conflict, etc. For a given state of the input variables, the
right side of the triptych will show the predicted probability distribution of the aircraft's vertical and
horizontal separation at its CPAs.
With this type of graphic representation, all the information about a predictive scenario can be
summarised into a unique graphic that provides information about the scenario and its traffic and
about the impact of safety in terms of vertical and horizontal separation distribution and probability
of success/failure of the ATM barriers.
Additionally, a second graphical synthetic representation has also been developed to integrate into a
unique view the most influential variables and the set of applicable thresholds corresponding to each
model. This integrated representation is necessary to blend the results of the tornado and forward
analysis in a manageable piece of information.
Both graphical schemes are explained in detail in section 3.3 and 3.4 respectively
5) Application of the model to different study cases.
Once the model has been tuned for each scenario and it goodness of fit has been validated, it can be
used to assess the impact of changes in the operation of a scenario on safety performance.
Every change to be analysed in a scenario will be feed into the model as a variation in the probability
distribution of the parent nodes. The main use of the model is to predict the effects, that is, the
probability of the output-child nodes by setting the probability distribution of the parent-input nodes.
Given the new probability distribution of the various input nodes, then the model will propagate these
uncertainties through the network and will cause a change in the probability distribution in the
outcomes of the network. By varying the probability distribution of the input nodes it will be possible
to predict the probability distribution of the outputs as summarised Table 2.
Therefore, this is the way to quantify the impact of the change. Thus, it is considered that the "safety
practitioner" should define the change in terms of probability impact on entry to the network.
Table 2: Application of the models: inputs and outputs

Input variables
General features that
characterize the scenario
and its traffic

Outcome variables
Predicted probability of success of the ATM
barriers included in the model

Predicted probability
distribution of the vertical and
horizontal separation of the
aircraft at CPAs.
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Input variables

Outcome variables
Probability of aircraft Interaction defined as
two aircraft within 20 NM of each other.

Input variables as defined
in chapter 7 of D4.1:
Occupancy, Entries, AC
distribution by FL, etc…

Probably of Potential conflict, based upon
predicted trajectory, without the action of
the controller.
Probability of conflict identification
Probability of conflict resolution
Probability of STCA alert:

Probability distribution of the
vertical separation between
aircraft
Probability distribution of the
horizontal separation between
aircraft, for those with vertical
separation less than 1000 feet.

Probability of Conflict resolution after STCA

Figure 1 summarises the main steps in the methodology followed in D 4.2.

INPUTS
SPF baseline generic model (D4.1)

Use case 1 & 2 definition (D2.2)

PROCESSES

OUTCOMES

Adaptation to sectors in Use Cases 1 and 2
Gathering & processing use case
sector/traffic data

Parametric learning

SPF models tailored to LECMSAN ,
LECMBCC & LECMBCU for use case 1 & 2

Sector
Sector&&traffic
trafficdata
data(D3.3)
(D3.1)

Influencing factors & thresholds in Use Cases 1 and 2
Sensitivity analysis with
tornado diagram

Backward &
forward analysis

Application to
different study
cases

Most Influencing Factors & Applicability
Thresholds for each model

Validation of the models
Validation scenarios (D6.1)
Validation
Validation traffic
traffic data
data (D3.3)
(D3.1)

Analysis of HIGH occupancy rate
validation scenery

Analysis of LOW occupancy
rate validation scenery

Goodness of fit of the models

Communication of results
Development of a graphical scheme to
communicate the outcomes of the model

Models ready for exploitation

Figure 1: Methodology in D4.2

3.1 Tornado analysis
Tornado diagrams are visualisation tools for weighting the uncertainties over the variables and are a
classic sensitivity analysis tool used by decision-makers to provide an overview of the approach to be
taken [2].
This type of analysis makes possible to weight correlations between all the variables with respect to
the degree of uncertainty associated with them.
The tornado diagram shows the most sensitive parameters for a selected state of the target node
ordered from most to least sensitive (See Figure 2).
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For each parameter, its precise location in the model (node and its state conditional on the parents
and their states) can be observed. The bar shows the range of changes in the target state when the
parameter changes in its range (in this case 10% of its current value upwards and 10% downwards).
The color of the bar shows the direction of change in the target state, red will express negative change
and green will express positive change.
In order to facilitate the understanding of the tornado analysis, the explanation will be based on the
example of subnetwork one of use case one (LECMSAN). The tornado analyses for the remaining subnetworks that make up use case one are further developed in Annex III. Similarly, those for use case
two (LECBCC and LECBCU) are included in Annex IV and V.
First, the exact numerical sensitivities of each bar can be shown. Figure 2 shows the ten states of the
variables that have the most influence on the output variable, the interaction probability. As can be
seen, in some cases it refers to a single state of a single variable and in others it is a combination of
several states of different variables.
The range of target values shows the minimum and maximum values of posterior probability for the
selected target outcome. These minimum and maximum posterior probability values are directly
dependent on the selected Parameter Range.
Parameter Range shows the minimum and maximum value of the parameter. Again, these are directly
dependent on the Parameter Spread.
The current value of the parameter shows the nominal value of the probability in the Conditional
Probability Table (CPT) of the node in question. The probability is uniquely identifiable by the states of
the conditioning variables (in this case, “Occupancy” = between 25% and 45% over the maximum value
and “Entries” = below 60% over the declared value).

Figure 2: Subnetwork 1 LECMSAN. Tornado diagram
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The derivative is the value of the first derivative of the posterior probability T of the selected state of
the target node (at its current value) over the parameter p in question. The posterior probability is
represented by the following general linear rational functional form:
𝑇 = (𝑎 ∗ 𝑝 + 𝑏)/(𝑐 ∗ 𝑝 + 𝑑)

(1)

The sensitivity analysis algorithm calculates the four coefficients (a, b, c, and d). Once we know these,
it is trivial to obtain the derivative (which is the basic measure of sensitivity) and target posterior range
(see above). Coefficient s lists the calculated values of a, b, c, and d [3]. The formula for the derivative
is:
𝐷 = (𝑎 ∗ 𝑑 − 𝑏 ∗ 𝑐)/(𝑐 ∗ 𝑝 + 𝑑)2

(2)

The denominator is positive; therefore, the sign of the derivative is constant for all values of p and,
hence, the function is either monotonic or constant. By substituting 0 and 1 for p in the first formula
(note that p is a probability), we can calculate how much the posterior will change if p is modified in
its entire range [3]. The range is defined by:
𝑝1 = 𝑏/𝑑

(3)

𝑝2 = (𝑎 + 𝑏)/(𝑐 + 𝑑)

(4)

The sign of a*d-b*c determines which value (of p1 and p2) is the minimum and which is the maximum.
Therefore, the most sensitive parameters for the selected state of the target node can be seen in Figure
2 ordered from most to least sensitive.
As can be seen, the most sensitive variables are “Occupancy”, “Instant_Demand”, “Entries” and
ultimately the “Entry_FL”, always conditioned by the detection of the interaction.
Thus, throughout the diagram, different states of these variables can be observed.
An important correlation can be observed between the “Occupancy” and “Entries” variables since, as
has been commented on several occasions, they are variables of a similar nature.
Thus, the right half of the graph (see Figure 2), covers the case where the variables or set of variables
increase by 10% and the left half represents a decrease of 10%. The correct interpretation of the
colours is as follows:
-

Green: the probability of an interaction forming increases.

-

Red: the probability of an interaction forming decreases.

This analysis will only be applied to the safety barrier estimation subnetworks. It will not be carried out
on the distance estimation networks for simplicity and clarity of explanation as well as for the length
of this document.
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3.2 Forward Analysis
Forward analysis is used to predict the effects, on the output of the network, of establishing a
probability distribution of the input nodes. This analysis is useful to answer the following research
question: Given the probability distribution of the uncertainty of the various input nodes, how these
uncertainties propagate through the network causing a probability distribution for the uncertainty in
the outcome of the network? This is a typical prediction scenario, since it will be useful when there is
an evidence or assumptions (like introducing a change in the operating system) of the initial conditions
to model the scenario, and thanks to the previous learning of the network, it will be possible to obtain
a prediction of the output nodes.
Forward analyses that have been carried out are based on changing the configuration of the parent
nodes of each subnetwork. This new configuration consists of establishing the specific conditions for
two different scenarios. The first scenario considered is the case where the value of Hourly Entries
represents 20% , 30% and 40% of the maximum capacity of the sector, and the second case for a value
of hourly entries higher than 90%, 80% and 70%. Through a data processing, the configurations that
the parent nodes of the subnets would have, if these scenarios were given, have been obtained. By
changing these settings, forward analysis allows to see how these changes are propagated thought all
the nodes of the network. This same methodology will be used for subsequent subnetworks.
Again, the explanation of this type of analysis will be based on the example of subnetwork three of use
case one (LECMSAN). The forward analyses for the remaining subnetworks that make use case one are
further developed in Annex III. Similarly, those for use case two (LECBCC and LECBCU) are included in
Annex IV and V.
As an example, Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the new configurations for the nodes in subnet 3, in which
the ATCo’s ability to detect a conflict is assessed. They corresponds to the case of entries per hour
(“Entry hour”) in the sector LECMSAN below 20% of the declared value (Figure 3), and to the case
greater than 90% (Figure 4).
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Figure 3: Forward analysis LECMSAN. Entries per hour (“Entry hour”) below 20%. Subnetwork 3
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Figure 4: Forward analysis LECMSAN. Entries per hour (“Entry hour”) greater than 90%. Subnetwork 3
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Comparing both figures, it can be seen that the intermediate nodes have undergone notable changes,
as has happened for example for the variable that represents the entry of aircraft into the sector every
5 minutes (“Instant_demand”). As is logical, in the case of entries above 90%, the instantaneous
demand has increased in the states 3 and 4 with respect to the case of entries below 20%.
Other variables that have also modified the configuration of their states are the distribution of flight
levels at the entrance to the sector (“Entry_FL_Distribution”), or the actions that the ATCo takes per
hour (“ATC_actions_hour”), for the case of 90% these actions have increased.
However, no variation is perceived at the output node (“Detected_Conflict”). This is because, although
the node has had a variation of 2 per thousand, the graph shown is not able to capture this variation
due to the rounding of the percentages. This order of magnitude in the variation of the output node is
consistent with the human error probability or rate of error for a qualified person performing a
complex task. This rate is of the order of one per thousand.
This analysis will be carried out from the safety barrier estimation subnetwork 3 of each use case. This
is because the first subnetwork is considered as preliminary and the second subnetwork lacks
estimation capacity as it is a calculation subnetwork.
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3.3 Triptych with the results of the model
Transmitting the main results offered by the SPF model is not an easy task, given its complexity. The
model is integrated by several BNs, and each of them contains different probabilistic nodes
representing the following information:
•

Input variables representing general features that characterize the scenario and its traffic. The
complete list of input variables was defined in chapter 7 of D 4.1. They stand for concepts such
as Occupancy, Entries, Instant demand, aircraft distribution by FL, horizontal and vertical
speed distributions, aircraft entry and exit FL, regulated or delayed aircraft, etc.

•

Intermediate variables represent variables that the model will predict as intermediate
calculation and that will be use to stochastically derivate the prediction of the main outcome
variables. The complete list of intermediate variables was defined in chapter 7 of D 4.1. They
stand for concepts such as number of clearances issues by the ATCo before the CPA is reached,
Time difference between aircraft entering the sector and the first ATCo action, hourly and
instant (5 minutes time interval) ATCo workload, Time elapsed since the ATCo's last action on
the aircraft until the CPA is reached, aircraft state vector at the time ATCo issue last clearance,
etc,..

•

Outcome variables representing the safety metrics predicted by the model. The safety metrics
predicted by the model are of two different types:
o

o

Predicted probability of success of the ATM barriers included in the model. These are
binary variables standing for the following probabilities:
▪

Probability of aircraft Interaction defined as two aircraft within 20 NM of each other.

▪

Probably of Potential conflict, based upon predicted trajectory, without the action of
the controller.

▪

Probability of conflict identification.

▪

Probability of conflict resolution.

▪

Probability of STCA alert.

▪

Probability of Conflict resolution after STCA.

Predicted probability distribution of the vertical and horizontal separation of the
aircraft at CPAs. This correspond also to four states probability distributions that stand
for the following concepts:
▪
▪

Probability distribution of the vertical separation between aircraft at the
CPA.
Probability distribution of the horizontal separation at the CPA between
aircraft, for those with vertical separation less than 1000 feet.

The synthetic representation of the model results is intended to support decision making, and to
quickly convey the predictive information about the performance of a future ATM system change or
modification. For a synthetic representation of the results offered by the model the emphasis should
be put on the main pieces of information, at the proper level of detail. These pieces of information are
represented by the input variables and outcome variables.
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Although intermediate variables could certainly be of the interest for the user, these are offering very
detailed operational information. This detailed low level information will be very much useful in the
design phases of an ATM change and could very much help in the evaluation of alternatives and what
if analysis. However, it is too low level to directly support decision making process. This information
would be anyway available from the model just by picking in the network nodes.
For clarity the presentation of the key information is organized like a triptych or dashboard with 3 main
panels. Figure 5 shows the triptych with the schematic graphic summary of the inputs and outcomes
of the model developed so far.
The left side of the triptych summarizes the input variables. As can be seen, the inputs are
characterized as probability distributions and refer to the general conditions that characterize the
sector and its traffic. The figure includes some examples of input variables such as the distribution of
aircraft entries in the sector, the distribution of FL at the point of entry of aircraft in the sector, the
distribution of aircraft speed, etc.
The outputs of the network, also characterized by probability distributions, are summarized in the
centre and right of the triptych. For a given state of the input variables, the central part of the triptych
shows the predicted probability of success for the ATM barriers; for example, the probability of
interaction between aircraft, probability of potential conflict, probability of detection of the conflict,
probability of resolution of the conflict, etc. For a given state of the input variables, the right side of
the triptych shows the predicted probability distribution of the aircraft's vertical and horizontal
separation at the CPAs.
Thus, with this graphic dashboard it is possible to quickly drawn and interpret conclusions about the
impact that a modification in the network entry conditions would have on the effectiveness of the
barriers and on the final distance distributions between aircraft in the CPA, thus estimating the
probability of SMI.
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Figure 5: Triptych/dashboard with Safety Analysis results summary

3.4 Graphic view of influential factors and thresholds in the model
Most influential factors and thresholds are calculated for all subnetworks that predict the probability
of success of the ATM barriers included in the model.
This analysis allows identifying which are the variables, or combination of variables, that have higher
influence in the probability of success of such barriers, as well as quantify numerically that influence.
The numeric quantification of such influence permits to set acceptability limits in the values of those
variables in order to keep the probability of success of the corresponding ATM barrier contained into
certain range of values. For example, the percentage of change of a group of input variables can be
limited to a certain increase, let say 10%, to achieve an equivalent increase or decrease in the
effectiveness of the conflict detection probability.
The necessary analysis to determine in each model which are the most influential variables and the set
of thresholds for its variation consists in a combination of “tornado” and “forward” analysis.
However, transmitting the main results of this integrated analysis is not an easy task. The analysis
encompasses a big amount of complex information about the 10 most influential variables, and how
much they impact, each of the ATM safety barriers of the model. The communication of this figures
will also benefit from a synthetic visualization tool, able to integrate all pieces of information into
one dashboard. With this aim the panel presented in Figure 6 has been developed.
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Figure 6: Panel of influential factors and thresholds
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In the Figure 6 columns correspond to the six ATM barriers considered in the analysis. For example,
the first column on the left of the figure correspond to the probability of traffic interaction
Each column has 10 cells that correspond to the ten states of the variables, or combination of variables,
with the greatest impact on the effectiveness of each ATM barrier, ordered from greatest influence to
the smallest influence.
As can be seen, in some cases a cell refers to a one state of a unique variable and in others it is a
combination of several states of different variables. For example, the first cell in the first column shows
that a change in the percentage of the combination "occupancy between 25% and 45% over the
maximum value and entries below 60% over the declared capacity" will have the greatest impact on
the probability of traffic interaction. The last cell in the same column shows the 10th state/variable
with the highest impact on the probability of traffic interaction, and this case refers to the state of "
instant demand between 90 and 120% of the maximum instant demand". This variable reaches 120%
as it was calculated on the theoretical maximum that would result from dividing the declared capacity
of a sector in 5-minute intervals.
The panel also indicates the magnitude of such impact in the left upper corner of the figure. A
relationship of “10% Δ” in the input state versus a “1 to 5 tenths Δ” in the outcome (as can be seen in
the upper left corner), as indicated in the figure, means that a 10% increase in the probability of each
input variable state will imply a variation between 0.1% and 0.5% in the output variable. The range
between 0.1% and 0.5%, shows the minimum and maximum values of posterior probability for the
selected target outcome. This order of magnitude is coherent with the high ratio of success of the ATM
barriers, higher than 95% in most cases. Human reliability assessment attributes rates of failure of
1/1000 for complex human tasks as the ones represented by the ATM barriers in the model. This
percentage of variation will be used to set some threshold of variables or states were applicable. It is
to be noted that the impacts of the input variables/states are summative. That means that providing
the input variables change simultaneous their effect on the outcome will be cumulative, which can
imply significant variations in the output variable.
The panel also indicates whether there is a direct or inverse relationship between the input and output
variable. This is indicated by the colour of the cell, as illustrated in Figure 7.
Figure 7 a) indicates a direct relationship between the influencing variable and the model output. An
increase in the influence factor implies an increase in the outcome while a decrease in the influence
factor implies a decrease in the outcome.
Figure 7 b) indicates an inverse relationship between the influencing variable and the model outcome.
An increase in the influence factor implies a decrease in the outcome, while a decrease in the influence
factor implies an increase in the outcome.
There may also be cases where an increase in the influence factor has only a positive impact, as in
Figure 7 c) or a negative impact as in Figure 7 d) , whereas a decrease has no impact at all.

Figure 7: Direct of inverse relationship between the influential factors and the model outcome
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4 Use cases
4.1 Description
The deliverable D2.2 describes the two Uses Cases identified by the project as relevant for the purpose
of validation of the safety and resilience models to be developed in WP4 and WP5, respectively. These
Use Cases explore different aspects and changes in the operation in order to approach the validation
of the model from different perspectives. Those Use Cases are:
•
•

The implementation of a Free Route airspace.
The change in operation procedures in a sector of the airspace

The two uses cases are based on scenarios of the Spanish airspace, as the data available for the
development of the project comes from the Spanish data sources, as it is reflected in deliverable D3.1
“Data Pipeline”. They are selected with the aim to contribute to our understanding of how to consider
safety and resilient performance in highly integrated digitised human-technology work system
interdependencies.

4.2 Use Case 1: Free Route Airspace
As discussed in D2.2, this Use Case is based on the implementation of the Free Route airspace in the
sectors of Santiago and Asturias (FRASAI), located within the Madrid FIR in the Spanish airspace, with
the aim of improving the design of that part of the airspace.
A new structure is generated in these sectors and configurations based on the exclusion of predefined
paths (airways). That is to say, the flight plan is adjusted, as far as possible, to the preferred trajectories,
improving flight efficiency and reducing CO2 emissions. In addition, it seeks a homogeneous structure
of flows in order to share the workload between sectors in a balanced way.
There are two main actors related with the project:
•

En-route ATCO: This change, in the way to flight, will provide them great benefits.
o
o

•

Although the changes proposed to implement it need some flight checks, it will not be
necessary to have specific formation to ATCO (except training associated to FRASAI).
The training will be focused on learning how to work in these circumstances, to adapt
them to work comfortably with the novelties.

Airspace Users: They are the main beneficiaries because they will fly more environmentfriendly and cost-efficient routes. The main actor from the AUs is the pilot, whom shall be
prepared to fly through Free Route Airspace (FRA).
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4.3 Use Case 2: Change in operational procedures
Again, in D2.2 it was stated that this Use Case analyses sector LECBCCC, an elementary sector back in
2014, and the airspace structure change that covers the split of CCC into two new sectors, modifying
the operational procedures followed by aircraft and controllers.
In 2015, LECBCCC sector became a collapsed sector, composed by the two new elementary sectors:
LECBCCU and LECBCCL, changing from its previous composition. This modification aimed to increase
capacity of CCC in order to reduce ATFCM delays.
The split is highly effective in terms of capacity, but the irregular shape of the CCL and CCU sectors
makes the handling of bad weather situations difficult.
The airspace structure involved mainly two actors: ATCO and pilot.
The primary actors are ATCOs for whom training courses will be given. ATCOs have to adapt to all the
operational changes the split implies. For instance, familiarize themselves with new frequency
associated to the new sectors and transfer procedures between CCU and CCL for some traffic such as
arriving traffic to LEPA through ALBER.
As has already been explained, in this use case the analysis will focus on two of its configurations,
Barcelona Central (LECBCCC) and Barcelona Upper (LECBCCU). Each of them will be treated as an
independent case.
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5 Summary of results
5.1 Use Case 1: Most influential factors and thresholds
In order to transmit the main results of the SPF model for the different use cases explained in this
document, a specific dashboard was developed. This graph shows the input variables representing
general features that characterize the scenario and its traffic, intermediate variables represent
variables that the model will predict and output variables representing the safety metrics represented
by the model.
The left-hand side of the triptych represents the input variables to subnetwork one. These variables
are highly representative in the integrated network model. The central part of the triptych shows the
predicted probability of success for the ATM barriers and, for a given state of the input variables, the
right side of the triptych shows the predicted probability distribution of the aircraft's vertical and
horizontal separation at the CPAs.
The triptych for the Santiago sector (LECMSAN) is given in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Summary of the safety analysis - LECMSAN

The distribution of the states of the input variables are defined directly from the data. Using the
estimation and calculation subnetworks explained during the document, the success probabilities of
the ATM barriers are obtained.
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Finally, represented in the last column of the triptych, the distribution of distances in the CPA is
obtained for each pair of aircraft.
As can be seen, only 1% of the aircraft pairs entering the network are below 800 ft. In turn, of the pairs
below 800 ft, only another 1% are below 5 NM horizontally and therefore represent a separation
minima infringement (SMI).
In addition, most influential factors and thresholds are calculated for the all subnetworks that predict
the probability of success of the ATM barriers included in the model. A summary table (Table 3)
showing the results of the tornado and forward analysis is exposed below.
Although the full development of the tornado analyses is included in Annex 3, the main conclusions
for each of the ATM barriers identified in the model are highlighted below:
-

Assessment of aircraft interaction: The most sensitive variables are “Occupancy”,
“Instant_Demand”, “Entries” and ultimately the “Entry_FL”, always conditioned by the
detection of the interaction. Thus, throughout the table, different states of these variables can
be observed.
An important correlation can be observed between the “Occupancy” and “Entries” variables
since, as has been commented on several occasions, they are variables of a similar nature.
It makes sense that as the number of aircraft in a sector increases, the probability of
interactions increases.
It can be seen that if states where the number of entries or occupancy is low increase, the
probability of interaction will decrease and vice versa.

-

Assessment of potential conflict: It can be seen that the first three cells indicate an inverse
relationship with the variation of the output node, i.e. a 10% increase in the output variable
would mean a decrease in all combinations of variables represented in the first three cells.
However, a decrease in the output variable would not mean an increase in them either.
These three variables appear in the first three cells as well as spread throughout the table, thus
their sensitivity to changes in the output variable is well represented.
It should be remembered that this subnetwork is a calculation subnetwork, therefore, the rest
of the variables that appear are part of the calculation carried out to obtain if the headings
converge or if the flight levels overlap. Thus, there are two variables that establish through
their states the heading measured in degrees of each of the aircraft at the sector entry
("Entry_hdg_A", "Entry_hdg_b") and at the flight level ("Entry_FL_A", "Entry_FL_B").

-

Conflict detection assessment: Firstly, it can be seen that the combination of variable states
that is most sensitive to a variation at the output node is given by a low aircraft vertical speed
difference ("Proportion_Vertical_Speed_Difference"=s1_below_0_35) and that the vertical
speed
distribution
at
the
sector
entry
is
negative
("Entry_Vertical_Speeds_Distribution"=s1_below_0").
The number of non-planned aircraft in the sector ("No_Planned_AC"= s3_0_35_up) is also
highly sensitive to change. Furthermore, for the first three cases an inverse relationship with
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the change in the output variable can be observed. That is, an increase in the output variable
implies a decrease in any of these three combinations of variable states.
As an overview, there are variables and states that are repeated throughout the graph, thus
establishing themselves as highly relevant variables against the output node
("Detected_Conflict").
These
variables
refer
to
the
vertical
("Proportion_Vertical_Speed_Difference")
and
horizontal
("Proportion_Horizontal_Speed_Difference") speeds of the pair of aircraft, their performances
("Performances") and, finally, the number of aircraft not planned in the sector
("No_Planned_AC").
As the sensitivity of the variables decreases, the symmetry is lost, in this case, it reflects that a
10% increase in the output variable will have a greater influence than a decrease.
-

Conflict resolution assessment: It can be seen that the combination of states that has the most
influence on the target node is when the time that elapses between the entry of the AC to the
sector and the moment of the CPA is greater than 300 seconds (“t_entry_to_t_CPA=
s3_300_up”); when the distance of the AC at the moment in which the ATCo acts on them is
greater than 60 NM (“Dist_t_act_AB=s4_60_up”); the time elapsed between the entry and the
action of the ATCo is between 120 and 300 seconds(“t_entry_to_t_act=s2_120_300); and
when the AC are at different flight levels at the time of the action of ATCo
(“Dif_FL_t_act_AB=s2_0_up”).
On the one hand, it can be seen that most of the variables mentioned above are repeated in
several of the cells. Also, the variable that represents the number of actions carried out by the
ATCo on the AC up the moment of the CPA (“ATC_actions_to_CPA”), also appears in several of
the 10 combinations of states shown in the table.

-

STCA probability: A combination of a large number of variables in different states can be seen
in all the cells represented in the table. Those with the greatest sensitivity to change in the
output are the variables and states that appear in the upper cells and which are most
frequently repeated throughout the diagram. These concepts are: that the time from entry
until CPA is reached is greater than 300 seconds ("t_entry_to_t_CPA= s3_300_up"); that the
number of actions performed by the ATCo on the aircraft pair before CPA is less than or equal
to one ("ATC_actions_to CPA=s3_300_up"); the time since the last ATCo action on the traffic
is less than zero ("t_last_act_t_CPA=s1_below_0"); and the time from the time the aircraft pair
enters the sector until the controller takes action is greater than 300 seconds
("t_entry_to_t_act= s3_300_up").
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Table 3: Graphic view of influential factors and thresholds in the model - LECMSAN
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5.2 Use Case 2 - LECBCCC: Most influential factors and thresholds
Figure 9 below shows the triptych for the case of the Barcelona Central sector (LECBCCC).

Figure 9: Summary of the safety analysis - LECBCCC

As can be seen, the same input variables are maintained but with their respective distribution based
on the particular data of this use case. Again, the percentage of aircraft below 800 ft is 1% of the total
number of pairs that entered the subnetwork. Of that 1%, only another 1% are less than 5NM in the
CPA and therefore represent an SMI.
Again, the analysis that allows to identify which are the variables, or combination of variables, that
have higher influence in the probability of success of such barriers, as well as quantify numerically
influence are exposed in Table 4.
Again, although the full development of the tornado analyses is included in Annex 4, the main
conclusions for each of the ATM barriers identified in the model are highlighted below:
-

Assessment of aircraft interaction: Analysing the table, it should be noted that the state of
the variables that will have the most influence on the target node occurs when aircraft entries
on the sector in a five-minute period are less than 60% of the sector's capacity
(“Instant_Demand=s1_below_60”); when this entries status is maintained and occupancy is
less than 50% of the declared capacity of the sector (“Occupancy=s1_below_50”). By the
colour of the cells, it can be seen that this combination of states is inversely proportional to
the target variable, since they increase and decrease in the opposite direction.
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The cell that represents the third most sensitive variable and its status refers to when the
vertical speed difference between aircraft on entry to the sector is zero(“Entry_Vz=s2_0”). In
this case, the colours indicate a direct relationship in the variation with the output variable.
The variables or combinations of variable states that have been named as the most sensitive
are also repeated in the rest of the cells of the diagram. In addition, there are other relevant
variables such as the aircraft flight level difference at sector entry ("Entry_FL").
-

Assessment of potential conflict: It can be seen that the first two cells indicate an inverse
relationship with the variation of the output node, i.e. a 10% increase in the output variable
would mean a decrease in all combinations of variables represented in the first three cells.
However, a decrease in the output variable would not mean an increase in them either.
These two variables appear in the first two cells as well as spread throughout the graph, thus
their sensitivity to changes in the output variable is well represented.
It should be remembered that this subnetwork is a calculation subnetwork, therefore, the rest
of the variables that appear are part of the calculation carried out to obtain if the headings
converge or if the flight levels overlap. These previous variables, instead of referring to the
aircraft pair, refer to each of the aircraft. Thus, there are two variables that establish through
their states the heading measured in degrees of each of the aircraft at the sector entry
("Entry_hdg_A", "Entry_hdg_b") and at the flight level ("Entry_FL_A", "Entry_FL_B").

-

Conflict detection assessment: Firstly, it can be seen that the variable state that is most
sensitive to a variation at the output node is given by a negative aircraft vertical speed
difference ("Proportion_Vertical_Speed_Difference=s1_below_0”).
The number of non-planned aircraft in the sector ("No_Planned_AC= s3_0_31_0_37”) is also
highly sensitive to change. Furthermore, for the first two cases a direct relationship with the
change in the output variable can be observed. That is, an increase in the output variable
implies a decrease in any of these three combinations of variable states. Still, for the case of
the most sensitive variable, it will have very little effect if the output variable increases and
much impact if the output variable decreases.
As an overview, there are variables and states that are repeated throughout the table, thus
establishing themselves as highly relevant variables against the output node
("Detected_Conflict").
These
variables
refer
to
the
vertical
("Proportion_Vertical_Speed_Difference")
and
horizontal
("Proportion_Horizontal_Speed_Difference") speeds of the pair of aircraft, their performances
("Performances") and, finally, the number of aircraft not planned in the sector
("No_Planned_AC").

-
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Conflict resolution assessment: It can be seen that the combination of states that has the most
influence on State 1 of the target node is when the actions performed by the ATCo on the
aircraft pair before reaching the CPA is less than or equal to one
("ATC_actions_to_CPA=s1_below_1"); the distance of the AC at the moment in which the
ATCo acts on them is between 5 and 20 NM (“Dist_t_act_AB=s2_5_20”); there is a flight level
difference between aircraft at the time of controller action ("Dif_FL_t_act_AB=s2_0_up");
there is no difference between the vertical speed of the aircraft ("Dif_Vz_t_act_AB=s1_0") and
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the difference in horizontal speeds at ATCO actuation time is between 10 and 60 Kt
("Dif_Vx_Vy_t_act_AB=s2_10_60").
It also shows high sensitivity to a high ATCo workload ("ATC_Workload_in_instant_t=state4")
as well as the time that elapses between the entry of the AC to the sector and the moment of
the CPA is lower than 120 seconds (“t_entry_to_t_CPA= s1_below_120”).
-

STCA probability: A combination of a large number of variables in different states can be seen
in all the cells represented in the table. Those with the greatest sensitivity to change in the
output are the variables and states that appear in the upper cells and which are most
frequently repeated throughout the table. These concepts are: that the time from entry until
CPA is reached is greater than 300 seconds ("t_entry_to_t_CPA= s3_300_up"); that the
number of actions performed by the ATCo on the aircraft pair before CPA is less than or equal
to one ("ATC_actions_to_CPA=s1_below_1"); the time since the last ATCo action on the traffic
is less than zero ("t_last_act_t_CPA=s1_below_0"); and the time from the time the aircraft pair
enters the sector until the controller takes action is greater than 300 seconds
("t_entry_to_t_act= s3_300_up").
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Table 4: Graphical view of influential factors and thresholds in the model - LECBCCC
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5.3 Use Case 2 - LECBCCU: Most influential factors and thresholds
Finally, in Figure 10, the triptych is particularised for the Barcelona Upper use case (LECBCCU).

Figure 10: Summary of the safety analysis - LECBCCU

It should be recalled that, for this use case, the data sample was smaller, which prevented the
completion of the subnetworks corresponding to the six ATM barriers.
The number of aircraft below 800 ft vertical in the CPA is 2% of the total sample. Furthermore, within
this 2% only another 2% are below 5NM horizontally and therefore represent an SMI.
Table 5 shows the summary of variables and states that are most sensitive to a change in the output
variable indicated in each column.
Again, although the full development of the tornado analyses is included in Annex 5, the main
conclusions for each of the ATM barriers identified in the model are highlighted below:
-

Assessment of aircraft interaction: It should be noted that the state of the variables that will
have the most influence on the target node occurs when aircraft entries on the sector in a fiveminute period are between 65 and 85% of the sector's capacity (“Entries=s3_65_80”) and
occupancy is also between 65 and 85% of the declared capacity of the sector
(“Occupancy=s3_65_80”). This combination of states is directly proportional to the target
variable, since they increase and decrease in the same direction.
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This combination of variables also appears in the third sensitivity cell although, in this case, the
percentages represented for each of them are lower (“Occupancy=s2_40_65”,
“Entries=s1_below_55”) and their relationship with the output variable is inverse.
The cell that represents the second most sensitive variable and its status refers to when the
instant demand or the aircraft entries on the sector in a five-minute period is below the 60%
of the sector’s capacity (“Instant_demand=s1_below_60”). In this case, the colours indicate a
inverse relationship in the variation with the output variable.
The variables or combinations of variable states that have been named as the most sensitive
are also repeated in the rest of the cells of the diagram. In addition, there are other relevant
variables such as the aircraft flight level difference at sector entry ("Entry_FL").
-

Assessment of potential conflict: It can be observed that the first two cells and the fourth one
are indicate an inverse relationship with the variation of the output node, i.e. a 10% increase
in the output variable would mean a decrease in all combinations of variables represented in
the first three cells. However, a decrease in the output variable would not mean an increase
in them either.
These two variables appear in the first two cells as well as spread throughout the graph, thus
their sensitivity to changes in the output variable is well represented.
It should be remembered that this subnetwork is a calculation subnetwork, therefore, the rest
of the variables that appear are part of the calculation carried out to obtain if the headings
converge or if the flight levels overlap. These previous variables, instead of referring to the
aircraft pair, refer to each of the aircraft. Thus, there are two variables that establish through
their states the heading measured in degrees of each of the aircraft at the sector entry
("Entry_hdg_A", "Entry_hdg_b") and at the flight level ("Entry_FL_A", "Entry_FL_B").

-

Conflict detection assessment: Firstly, it can be observed that the first five cells that present
the most sensitive variable combinations to a change in the output node follow an inverse
relationship to the output node.
In most cases it is a combination of a large number of variable states. These variables are those
related to performances ("Performances"), aircraft not planned in the sector
("No_Planned_AC"), traffic conditions (“Traffic_Conditons”) and finally the ATCo workload
("ATC_Workload"). Given that this combination of variables in different states is repeated on
numerous occasions and with little difference in sensitivity, we will not go into detail as to
which state each variable is in. We will only confirm the high sensitivity of these variables on
the output variable.
It is remarkable that the case of the second cell is only defined by a single variable, the aircraft
not planned in the sector. This variable takes into account the complexity brought by aircraft
not expected in the sector. It is at its lowest state, less than 30%
(“No_Planned_AC=s1_below_0_3”).
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-

Conflict resolution assessment: It can be seen that the combination of states that has the most
influence on the target node is when the actions performed by the ATCo on the aircraft pair
before reaching the CPA is less than or equal to one ("ATC_actions_to_CPA=s1_below_1"); the
distance of the AC at the moment in which the ATCo acts on them is between 5 and 20 NM
(“Dist_t_act_AB=s2_5_20”); there is a flight level difference between aircraft at the time of
controller action ("Dif_FL_t_act_AB=s2_0_up"); there is no difference between the vertical
speed of the aircraft ("Dif_Vz_t_act_AB=s1_0") and the difference in horizontal speeds at
ATCO actuation time is between 10 and 60 Kt ("Dif_Vx_Vy_t_act_AB=s2_10_60").
It also shows high sensitivity to a high ATCo workload ("ATC_Workload_in_instant_t=state2")
as well as the time that elapses between the entry of the AC to the sector and the moment of
the CPA is lower than 120 seconds (“t_entry_to_t_CPA= s1_below_120”).
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Table 5: Graphic view of influential factors and thresholds in the model - LECBCCU
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6 Conclusions
D 4.2 Applicability of Safety Performance Functions is framed within WP4 of FARO project, and it covers
the activities foreseen in the task T4.3 “Safety Performance Functions (SPFs) Influence Factors and
Applicability Thresholds”.
The purpose of this task was the adaptation of the generic SPF baseline model (presented in D4.1) to
the characteristics of the sectors analyzed in Use Cases 1 and 2, as well as the derivation of the most
Influencing Factors and Applicability Thresholds in each of the models. In addition, in order to facilitate
the application of the models and the communication of the results obtained, two additional activities
have also been developed. First the development of two different and complementary graphical
schemes to present, in a synthetic way, the outcomes of the models, as well as the influential factors
and the thresholds. Second the validation of the model. Validation activities are part of WP6, so only
a short paragraph is included in this document to briefly outline the high level strategy.
The tailored analysis methodology has also been developed and described in this document. In
addition to provide an overview of the entire process, the document also provides a detailed technical
explanation of the analysis required to identify the most influential factors and quantify their impact
in order to establish applicability thresholds. Methodological background and examples of tornado
analysis and forwards analysis are included in the corpus of the document, while the full application is
included in annexes. The document also elaborates on the two graphical communications tools
designed ad-hoc for the project.
Two specific use cases have been analysed in the document. The SPF model is sector specific, so it must
be adapted to each sector in the use cases. The process of adaptation has been accomplished as part
of task 4.2. The adaptation process implies gathering and processing all the data from the sector/traffic
under analysis in the use case; parametric learning and sensitivity analysis for each subnetwork model.
The technical process is similar to the one followed in D 4.1 and illustrated using the sector LECMSAN.
As a result of the adaptation process required to analyze the project's use cases, this deliverable D 4.2
also includes the models corresponding to the LECMBCC and LECMBCU sectors. For the sake of clarity
and simplicity of the document, all the technical development for the LECMBCC and LECMBCU sector
models are available in annexes I and II of this document for consultation.
Finally the document discusses the results about the influential factors and thresholds. To facilitate
the reading of the document, the results are presented in a synthetic graphic format using the
communications tools developed. The detailed work of adapting the models to each analysed sector,
and all the “tornado” and “forward” analysis carried out to established influence factors and threshold,
have been included in the annexes of the document. The reader can refer to the detailed information
to drill down into the analysis results as needed.
Upon completion of the above work, the BN models are useable for the safety evaluation of any change
in each of the use cases considered. The detail of how these models will be validated will be included
in WP 6.
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7 Annex 1. Network of Use Case 2 - LECBCCC
As explained in this document, one of the objectives of this deliverable is the adaptation of the generic
SPF baseline model developed in D4.1 to the characteristics of the sectors analysed in Use Case 1 and
2.
This annex shows the subnets created for the case of LECBCCC with their corresponding parametric
learning based on the data corresponding to this sector.

7.1 Parameterisation results
Next, the figures corresponding to the parametric learning of all the subnetworks that make up the
model developed for the Use Case 2-LECBCCC are shown.
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Figure 11: Parametric learning Subnetwork 1-LECBCCC
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Figure 12: Parametric learning Subnetwork 2-LECBCCC
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Figure 14: Parametric learning Subnetwork 2A Horizontal-LEBCCC
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Figure 19: Parametric learning Subnetwork 4A Vertical- LEBCCCC
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Figure 22: Parametric learning Subnetwork 5A Vertical- LEBCCC
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8 Annex 2. Network of Use Case 2 - LECBCCU
In the same way that has been done in the previous annex, this annex shows the adaptation of the
generic SPF baseline model developed in D4.1 for the particular characteristics of the Use Case 2LECBCCU.

8.1 Parameterisation results
In this section, figures showing the subnets developed for Use Case 2-LECBCCU are exposed. It should
be remembered that for this use case there was not enough data to be able to complete all the
developed subnets of the model, so it is only shown up to subnet 4A.
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9 Annex 3. Application of the Bayesian
model to the Use Case 1
Deliverable D4.1 develops the construction of the network and demonstrates the feasibility of using
Bayesian analysis. For this purpose, data from the Santiago sector (LECMSAN) were used as an
example.
However, it will be in this deliverable when data from the different proposed scenarios will be used to
compare the results and draw conclusions.
It has been considered convenient to recall the content of the previous deliverable as it complements
this report. Thus, if at this point more information is needed to understand the content developed
here, it is possible to refer to D4.1, which deals with the following aspects.
First, the description of the node and its objective is presented. Next, the construction of the network
was addressed, giving an overview of the network.
The next step was to define the structure of the network by finding the causal relationships between
the variables, i.e. the topology of the Bayesian Network.
The input variables, their possible states and the discretisation criteria followed for each of them were
discussed in more detail below.
Once the variables were set out, the conditional probability tables for each variable were obtained.
These tables are obtained directly from the frequencies observed in the data. This process is included
in the parametric learning section.
Once the network learning process has been completed, it is necessary to evaluate it and check its
usefulness. For this purpose, a sensitivity analysis was performed.

9.1 Subnetwork 1: Assessment of aircraft interaction
The modelling of this node will consider the sector entry conditions of an aircraft as well as the general
conditions of the sector during the entry time in order to predict the percentage of aircraft that will
interact with another before the controller's action, due to planned initial conditions.

9.1.1 Tornado Analysis
The sensitivity analysis of the assessment aircraft interaction subnetwork is carried out using the
tornado diagram already introduced in previous chapters.
The current value of the parameter shows the nominal value of the probability in the Conditional
Probability Table (CPT) of the node in question. The probability is uniquely identifiable by the states of
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the conditioning variables (in this case, “Occupancy” = between 25% and 45% over the maximum value
and “Entries” = below 60% over the declared value).

Figure 37: Subnetwork 1 LECMSAN. Tornado diagram

Therefore, the most sensitive parameters for the selected state of the target node can be seen in Figure
37 ordered from most to least sensitive.
As can be seen, the most sensitive variables are “Occupancy”, “Instant_Demand”, “Entries” and
ultimately the “Entry_FL”, always conditioned by the detection of the interaction.
Thus, throughout the diagram, different states of these variables can be observed.
An important correlation can be observed between the “Occupancy” and “Entries” variables since, as
has been commented on several occasions, they are variables of a similar nature.
Therefore, on the right half of the graph which covers the case where the variables or the variables as
a whole increase by 10%, the probability of an interaction being formed can be seen in red if it
decreases or in green if it increases.
Thus, it makes sense that as the number of aircraft in a sector increases, the probability of interactions
increases.
It can be seen that if states where the number of entries or occupancy is low increase, the probability
of interaction will decrease and vice versa.
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9.2 Subnetwork 2: Assessment of potential conflict
9.2.1 Tornado Analysis
Figure 38 shows in a bar system the combinations of variable states that are most sensitive to a change
in the output node in descending order. In this case, the output node refers to state 1 of the variable
"Potential_Conflict".

Figure 38: Subnetwork 2 LECMSAN. Tornado diagram

It can be seen that the first three bars are not symmetrical about the axis. They are centred on the
right-hand side of the graph and are also red in colour. This indicates an inverse relationship with the
variation of the output node, i.e. a 10% increase in the output variable would mean a decrease in all
combinations of variables represented in the first three bars. However, a decrease in the output
variable would not mean an increase in them either.
These three variables appear in the first three bars as well as spread throughout the graph, thus their
sensitivity to changes in the output variable is well represented.
It should be remembered that this subnetwork is a calculation subnetwork, therefore, the rest of the
variables that appear are part of the calculation carried out to obtain if the headings converge or if the
flight levels overlap. These previous variables, instead of referring to the aircraft pair, refer to each of
the aircraft. Thus, there are two variables that establish through their states the heading measured in
degrees of each of the aircraft at the sector entry ("Entry_hdg_A", "Entry_hdg_b") and at the flight
level ("Entry_FL_A", "Entry_FL_B").
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9.3 Subnetwork 3: Conflict detection assessment
9.3.1 Tornado Analysis
Figure 39 shows the tornado diagram for sub-network 3 of the LECMSAN sector. It shows the ten
variables or combinations of variables that are most sensitive to a change in the output node
"Detected_Conflict".

Figure 39: Subnetwork 3 LECMSAN. Tornado diagram

Firstly, it can be seen that the combination of variable states that is most sensitive to a variation at the
output
node
is
given
by
a
low
aircraft
vertical
speed
difference
("Proportion_Vertical_Speed_Difference"=s1_below_0_35) and that the vertical speed distribution at
the sector entry is negative ("Entry_Vertical_Speeds_Distribution"=s1_below_0").
The number of non-planned aircraft in the sector ("No_Planned_AC"= s3_0_35_up) is also highly
sensitive to change. Furthermore, for the first three cases an inverse relationship with the change in
the output variable can be observed. That is, an increase in the output variable implies a decrease in
any of these three combinations of variable states.
As an overview, there are variables and states that are repeated throughout the graph, thus
establishing themselves as highly relevant variables against the output node ("Detected_Conflict").
These variables refer to the vertical ("Proportion_Vertical_Speed_Difference") and horizontal
("Proportion_Horizontal_Speed_Difference") speeds of the pair of aircraft, their performances
("Performances") and, finally, the number of aircraft not planned in the sector ("No_Planned_AC").
As the sensitivity of the variables decreases, the symmetry is lost, in this case, it reflects that a 10%
increase in the output variable will have a greater influence than a decrease.
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9.3.2 Forward analysis
Forward analyses that have been carried out is based on changing the configuration of the parent
nodes of each subnetwork. This new configuration consists of establishing the specific conditions for
two different scenarios. The first scenario that has been taken into account is the case in which the
value of Entry hours is below 20% in the sector, and the second case for a value of Entry hours greater
than 90%. Through a data processing, the configurations that the parent nodes of the subnets would
have if these scenarios were given have been obtained. By changing these settings, forward analysis
allows to see how these changes are propagated thought all the nodes of the network. This same
methodology will be used for subsequent subnetworks.
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Figure 40: Forward analysis LECMSAN below 20%. Subnetwork 3
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Figure 41: Forward analysis LECMSAN greater than 90%. Subnetwork 3

Comparing both figures, it can be seen that the intermediate nodes have undergone notable changes,
as has happened for example for the variable that represents the entry of aircraft into the sector every
5 minutes (“Instant_demand”). As is logical, in the case of entries above 90%, the instantaneous
demand has increased in the states 3 and 4 with respect to the case of entries below 20%.
Other variables that have also modified the configuration of their states are the distribution of flight
levels at the entrance to the sector (“Entry_FL_Distribution”), or the actions that the ATCo takes per
hour (“ATC_actions_hour”), for the case of 90% these actions have increased.
However, no variation is seen at the output node (“Detected_Conflict”). This is because it has had a
variation in its states of 2 per thousand, but the graph shown is not able to capture this variation due
to the rounding of the percentages. This order of magnitude in the variation of the output node is
consistent with the rate of variation of the error for a qualified person performing a complex task. This
rate is of the order of one per thousand.
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9.4 Subnetwork 4: Conflict resolution assessment
9.4.1 Tornado Analysis
Through the tornado diagram, shown in Figure 42, it is possible to identify the ten states of the
variables most sensitive, in a descending way, to the output node of the subnetwork 4,
“Conflict_Resolved”.

Figure 42: Subnetwork 4 LECMSAN. Tornado diagram

First of all, it should be noted from this diagram that the first bar that is presented is not symmetric.
This means that when the combination of the states shown in this bar are reduced by 10% of their
original value, this variation has a greater influence on the target node than when their values increase
by 10%.
It can be seen that the combination of states that has the most influence on State 1 of the target node
is when the time that elapses between the entry of the AC to the sector and the moment of the CPA is
greater than 300 seconds (“t_entry_to_t_CPA= s3_300_up”); when the distance of the AC at the
moment in which the ATCo acts on them is greater than 60 NM (“Dist_t_act_AB=s4_60_up”); the time
elapsed between the entry and the action of the ATCo is between 120 and 300
seconds(“t_entry_to_t_act=s2_120_300); and when the AC are at different flight levels at the time of
the action of ATCo (“Dif_FL_t_act_AB=s2_0_up”).
On the one hand, it can be seen that most of the variables mentioned above are repeated in several
of the bars of the tornado diagram. Also, the variable that represents the number of actions carried
out by the ATCo on the AC up the moment of the CPA (“ATC_actions_to_CPA”), also appears in several
of the 10 combinations of states shown in the diagram.
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Therefore, it could be concluded that these variables are the most influential and the ones that must
be taken into consideration in order to draw the appropriate conclusions and establish the relevant
thresholds.

9.4.2 Forward analysis
Below,Figure 43 and Figure 44 show the different configurations of the nodes in subnet 4 for the cases
of entries per hour below 20% of the declared value and above 90%, respectively.
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Figure 43: Forward analysis LECMSAN below 20%. Subnetwork 4
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Figure 44: Forward analysis LECMSAN greater than 90%. Subnetwork 4

When the results obtained for each of the configurations are compared, some relevant variations can
be seen in the nodes.
For example, for the case of entries greater than 90% of the declared value, states 1 and 2 of the ATCo
workload that the ATCo has at the time of the event (“ATC_Workload_in_instant_t) have increased.
States 1 and 2 of this variable represent a high workload for the controller. In turn, the actions that the
ATCo has to do have also increased, this is reflected in the crease of state 3 of the variable
“Action_MIX” and in the increase of states 2 and 3 of the variable “ATC_actions_in_instant_t”, with
respect to the case of entries less than 20%.
On the other hand, it can also be seen that in the second case the pairs of aircraft that will be at the
same flight level at the moment in which the ATCo acts on them have increased. This is reflected in the
increase in state 1 of the variable “Dif_FL_t_act_AB”.
Finally, as happened in subnet 3, the output node has experienced a very small variation, having
decreased the ATCo’s ability to resolve the conflict by 1 per thousand in the case of entries greater
than 90% with compared to the case of below 20%.
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9.5 Subnetwork 5: STCA probability
9.5.1 Tornado Analysis
This section shows the tornado diagram that has been generated to detect the states of the most
influential variables for the case of subnet 5, in which the target node set is the output one, “STCA”. In
Figure 45 this diagram is represented.

Figure 45: Subnetwork 5 LECMSAN. Tornado diagram

In this case, a completely symmetrical and inverse diagram can be seen. An increase in the output
variable of 10% defined by default will mean a variation inversely proportional to a decrease of the
same percentage. Furthermore, an increase in the output variable will always lead to a decrease in the
combination of variable states represented by each of the bars in the diagram.
A combination of a large number of variables in different states can be seen in all the bars represented
in the graph. Those with the greatest sensitivity to change in the output are the variables and states
that appear in the upper bars and which are most frequently repeated throughout the diagram. These
concepts are: that the time from entry until CPA is reached is greater than 300 seconds
("t_entry_to_t_CPA= s3_300_up"); that the number of actions performed by the ATCo on the aircraft
pair before CPA is less than or equal to one ("ATC_actions_to CPA=s3_300_up"); the time since the last
ATCo action on the traffic is less than zero ("t_last_act_t_CPA=s1_below_0"); and the time from the
time the aircraft pair enters the sector until the controller takes action is greater than 300 seconds
("t_entry_to_t_act= s3_300_up").
Therefore, it could be concluded that these variables are the most influential and the ones that must
be taken into consideration in order to draw the appropriate conclusions and establish the relevant
thresholds.
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9.5.2 Forward analysis
Next, the diagrams of subnetwork 5 are shown in Figure 46 and Figure 47 putting as input conditions
those referring to the scenarios of entries at the hour below 20% of the declared value and above 90%,
respectively.
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Figure 46: Forward analysis LECMSAN below 20%. Subnetwork 5
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Figure 47: Forward analysis LECMSAN greater than 90%. Subnetwork 5

Comparing both figures, it can be highlighted that the variable that has changed the most has been
the one that represents whether the aircraft pairs are at the same flight level or not, at the moment in
which the controller acts on them (“Dif_FL_t_act_AB”). In the case of a demand greater than 90%, the
probability that the aircraft pairs are at the same flight level has increased.
On the other hand, it can be seen that the other variables have not experienced very significant
changes. This may be due to the fact that the sensitivity of this network is low.

9.6 Subnetwork 6: Conflict resolution after STCA
9.6.1 Tornado Analysis
In this section, the tornado diagram has been generated setting the output node of this subnetwork,
“Resolution”, as the target node. This subnet was intended to evaluate the probability of resolution of
a conflict after the STCA was triggered.
Figure 48 shows the diagram relative to this subnet.
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Figure 48: Subnetwork 6 LECMSAN. Tornado diagram

Analysing the diagram, it should be noted that the combination of states of the variables that will have
the most influence on the target node occurs when the time that elapses between the STCa and the
CPA is greater than 120 seconds (t_STCA_to_CPA=s3_120_up); when the ATCo performs only one
action or no action over the aircraft from the time of the STCA to the CPA
(“ATC_actions_STCA_to_CPa=s1_below_1”); when the aircraft are not at the same flight level at the
time of the STCA (“Dif_FL_STCA_AB=s2_0_up”) and when the aircraft are at a distance greater than 10
NM at the time of the STCA (“Dist_STCA_AB=s4_10_up”). By the colour of the bars, it can be seen that
this combination of states is directly proportional to the target variable, since they increase and
decrease in the same direction.
The variables that have been named in this first combination are repeated in several of the bars of the
diagram. In addition, it is worth highlighting other variables that appear several times in the diagram.
These are: the distance at which the aircraft are at the instant in which the ATCo acts on them,
especially in the state which represents more than 10 NM (“Dist_t_act_AB=s4_10_up”), the time that
elapses from the time the aircraft enters into the sector until the ATCo acts in the state 3 that shows a
time greater than 300 seconds (“t_entry_to_t_act=s3_300_up”), and the ATCo workload at the time
of the event in its state 4, which represent a low workload (“ATC_Workload_in_instant_t=State4”).
Therefore, the states of the variables exposed in this section are the most influential in order to analyse
the variation of the final node.

9.6.2 Forward analysis
Below, Figure 49 and Figure 50 show the different configurations of the nodes in subnet 6 for the cases
of entries per hour below 20% of the declared value and above 90%, respectively.
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Figure 49: Forward analysis LECMSAN below 20%. Subnetwork 6
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Figure 50: Forward analysis LECMSAN greater than 90%. Subnetwork 6

Analysing the figures, it can be seen that for the 90% case, states 1 and 2 of the ATCo Workload variable
(“ATC_Workload_in_instant_t”) have increased compared to the 20% case. These states represent a
higher workload.
In addition, it should also be noted that in the case of 90%, the probability that the aircraft pairs are at
the same flight level at the moment in which the ATCo acts on them (“Dif_FL_t_act_AB”), and also
when the STCA triggers (Dif_FL_STCA_AB”), increases. This is reflected in the increase in the
percentage of the state 1 in both variables.
Finally, in the case of the output variable, it should be noted that in the case of a demand greater than
90% of the declared value, the probability of not resolving the conflict has decreased by 3 per thousand
with respect to the case of a demand less than 20%. This change is not reflected in the diagram due to
the precision in the rounding of the software.
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10 Annex 4. Application of the Bayesian
model to the Use Case 2- LECBCCC
10.1Subnetwork 1: Assessment of aircraft interaction
10.1.1 Tornado Analysis
This section shows the tornado diagram that has been generated to detect the states of the most
influential variables for the case of subnet 1, in which the target node set is the output one,
“Interaction”. In Figure 51 this diagram is represented.

Figure 51: Subnetwork 1 LECBCCC. Tornado diagram

Analysing the diagram, it should be noted that the state of the variables that will have the most
influence on the target node occurs when aircraft entries on the sector in a five-minute period are less
than 60% of the sector's capacity (“Instant_Demand=s1_below_60”); when this entries status is
maintained and occupancy is less than 50% of the declared capacity of the sector
(“Occupancy=s1_below_50”). By the colour of the bars, it can be seen that this combination of states
is inversely proportional to the target variable, since they increase and decrease in the opposite
direction.
The bar that represents the third most sensitive variable and its status refers to when the vertical speed
difference between aircraft on entry to the sector is zero(“Entry_Vz=s2_0”). In this case, the colours
indicate a direct relationship in the variation with the output variable.
The variables or combinations of variable states that have been named as the most sensitive are also
repeated in the rest of the bars of the diagram. In addition, there are other relevant variables such as
the aircraft flight level difference at sector entry ("Entry_FL").
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10.2 Subnetwork 2: Assessment of potential conflict
10.2.1 Tornado Analysis
Figure 52 shows in a bar system the combinations of variable states that are most sensitive to a change
in the output node in descending order. In this case, the output node refers to state 1 of the variable
"Potential_Conflict".

Figure 52: Subnetwork 2 LECBCCC. Tornado diagram

It can be seen that the first two bars are not symmetrical about the axis. They are centered on the
right-hand side of the graph and are also red in color. This indicates an inverse relationship with the
variation of the output node, i.e. a 10% increase in the output variable would mean a decrease in all
combinations of variables represented in the first three bars. However, a decrease in the output
variable would not mean an increase in them either.
These two variables appear in the first two bars as well as spread throughout the graph, thus their
sensitivity to changes in the output variable is well represented.
It should be remembered that this subnetwork is a calculation subnetwork, therefore, the rest of the
variables that appear are part of the calculation carried out to obtain if the headings converge or if the
flight levels overlap. These previous variables, instead of referring to the aircraft pair, refer to each of
the aircraft. Thus, there are two variables that establish through their states the heading measured in
degrees of each of the aircraft at the sector entry ("Entry_hdg_A", "Entry_hdg_b") and at the flight
level ("Entry_FL_A", "Entry_FL_B").
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10.3 Subnetwork 3: Conflict detection assessment
10.3.1 Tornado Analysis
Figure 53 shows the tornado diagram for subnetwork 3 of the LECBCCC sector. It shows the ten
variables or combinations of variables that are most sensitive to a change in the output node
"Detected_Conflict".

Figure 53: Subnetwork 3 LECBCCC. Tornado diagram

Firstly, it can be seen that the variable state that is most sensitive to a variation at the output node is
given
by
a
negative
aircraft
vertical
speed
difference
("Proportion_Vertical_Speed_Difference=s1_below_0”).
The number of non-planned aircraft in the sector ("No_Planned_AC= s3_0_31_0_37”) is also highly
sensitive to change. Furthermore, for the first two cases a direct relationship with the change in the
output variable can be observed. That is, an increase in the output variable implies a decrease in any
of these three combinations of variable states. Still, for the case of the most sensitive variable, it will
have very little effect if the output variable increases and much impact if the output variable decreases.
As an overview, there are variables and states that are repeated throughout the graph, thus
establishing themselves as highly relevant variables against the output node ("Detected_Conflict").
These variables refer to the vertical ("Proportion_Vertical_Speed_Difference") and horizontal
("Proportion_Horizontal_Speed_Difference") speeds of the pair of aircraft, their performances
("Performances") and, finally, the number of aircraft not planned in the sector ("No_Planned_AC").
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10.3.2 Forward analysis
Next, Figure 54 and Figure 55 show subnet 3 particularised for an entry hour value lower than 20% of
the declared value and for a value higher than 90%, respectively.
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Figure 54: Forward analysis LECBCCC below 20%. Subnetwork 3
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Figure 55: Forward analysis LECBCCC greater than 90%. Subnetwork 3

Comparing both cases, it can be highlighted that in the case of more aircraft entries to the sector
(Figure 55), the median delay time for aircraft in that sector increases. This can be seen in increasing
the state 4 of the variable “Delay_Distribution”. In turn, as is logical, the probability that there are
more aircraft delayed when there is more demand also increases, as can be seen in the increase of the
states 3 and 4 of the variable “%Delayed_AC”.
On the other hand, it can also be noted that the variable “Instant_demand”, that is, the entries into
the sector every 5 minutes, has also increased notably in its state 4 when the value of entries per hour
increases.
Finally, it is highlighted that for the case of entries greater than 90% of the declared value, state 3 of
the variable “Traffic_Conditions” has increased considerably with respect to the case of entries less
than 20%. This means that the more demand there is, the more difficult the traffic conditions will be.
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10.4 Subnetwork 4: Conflict resolution assessment
10.4.1 Tornado Analysis
Through the tornado diagram, shown in Figure 56, it is possible to identify the ten states of the
variables most sensitive, in a descending way, to the output node of the subnetwork 4,
“Conflict_Resolved”.

Figure 56: Subnetwork 4 LECBCCC. Tornado diagram

First of all, it should be noted from this diagram that most of the bars that are presented are
symmetrical. This means that when the combination of states shown in these bars is reduced by 10%
of its original value, this variation has the same influence on the target node as when their values are
increased by 10%.
It can be seen that the combination of states that has the most influence on State 1 of the target node
is when the actions performed by the ATCo on the aircraft pair before reaching the CPA is less than or
equal to one ("ATC_actions_to_CPA=s1_below_1"); the distance of the AC at the moment in which the
ATCo acts on them is between 5 and 20 NM (“Dist_t_act_AB=s2_5_20”); there is a flight level
difference between aircraft at the time of controller action ("Dif_FL_t_act_AB=s2_0_up"); there is no
difference between the vertical speed of the aircraft ("Dif_Vz_t_act_AB=s1_0") and the difference in
horizontal speeds at ATCO actuation time is between 10 and 60 Kt ("Dif_Vx_Vy_t_act_AB=s2_10_60").
It also shows high sensitivity to a high ATCo workload ("ATC_Workload_in_instant_t=state4") as well
as the time that elapses between the entry of the AC to the sector and the moment of the CPA is lower
than 120 seconds (“t_entry_to_t_CPA= s1_below_120”).
On the one hand, it can be seen that most of the variables mentioned above are repeated in several
of the bars of the tornado diagram. Therefore, it could be concluded that these variables are the most
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influential and the ones that must be taken into consideration in order to draw the appropriate
conclusions and establish the relevant thresholds.

10.4.2 Forward analysis
In this section, the modified subnet 4 will be compared for the cases of a traffic demand at the hour
lower than 20% of the declared value in the sector and for the case of a value greater than 90% of the
declared one. These cases are shown in Figure 57 and Figure 58 respectively.
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Figure 57: Forward analysis LECBCCC below 20%. Subnetwork 4
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Figure 58: Forward analysis LECBCCC greater than 90%. Subnetwork 4

Analysing both networks, it can be seen that for the case of entries above 90%, state 2 of the variable
“Traffic_Conditions” has increased with respect to the case of entries below 20%. This means that
when demand increases, there is more probability that traffic conditions are more complex.
Another of the most relevant changes in the configuration of the network parameters can be observed
in the variables “ATC_Actions_in_instant_t” and “Action_MIX”. In both the probability of state 3 has
increases of the case of entries above 90% with respect the case below 20%. This means that the higher
the demand the ATCo will have to perform more actions on the aircraft.
Finally, a small change can also be seen in the variable “ATC_Workload_in_instant_t”. In the case of
hourly entries greater than 90%, states 1 and 2 have increased, which means that ATCo workload
increases.
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10.5 Subnetwork 5: STCA probability
10.5.1 Tornado Analysis
This section shows the tornado diagram that has been generated to detect the states of the most
influential variables for the case of subnet 5, in which the target node set is the output one, “STCA”. In
Figure 59 this diagram is represented.

Figure 59: Subnetwork 5 LECBCCC. Tornado diagram

A symmetrical and inverse diagram is shown except for the last two bars. An increase in the output
variable of 10% defined by default will mean a variation inversely proportional to a decrease of the
same percentage. Furthermore, an increase in the output variable will always lead to a decrease in the
combination of variable states represented by each of the bars in the diagram.
A combination of a large number of variables in different states can be seen in all the bars represented
in the graph. Those with the greatest sensitivity to change in the output are the variables and states
that appear in the upper bars and which are most frequently repeated throughout the diagram. These
concepts are: that the time from entry until CPA is reached is greater than 300 seconds
("t_entry_to_t_CPA= s3_300_up"); that the number of actions performed by the ATCo on the aircraft
pair before CPA is less than or equal to one ("ATC_actions_to_CPA=s1_below_1"); the time since the
last ATCo action on the traffic is less than zero ("t_last_act_t_CPA=s1_below_0"); and the time from
the time the aircraft pair enters the sector until the controller takes action is greater than 300 seconds
("t_entry_to_t_act= s3_300_up").
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10.5.2 Forward analysis
Next, the diagrams of subnetwork 5 are shown in Figure 60 and Figure 61, putting as input conditions
those referring to the scenarios of entries at the hour below 20% of the declared value and above 90%,
respectively.
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Figure 60: Forward analysis LECBCCC below 20%. Subnetwork 5
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Figure 61: Forward analysis LECBCCC greater than 90%. Subnetwork 5

As was the case for Santiago Sector case study, in this subnet there are no major changes in the
configuration of its parameters. These may be due to the fact that the parent nodes have not
undergone major changes in the cases of entries per hour lower than 20% or higher than 90% of the
declared value. Another reason to explain this fact could be that the sensitivity of this subnet is very
low.
Despite his, a small change is observed in the variable “ATC_actions_to_CPA”. For the case study of
entries greater than 90%, state 2 has increases with respect to the case of entries below 20%. This
means that the ATCo performs more than 1 action to resolve conflicts, or what is the same, the conflict
is of greater complexity.
On the other hand, it should be noted that for the output variable, “STCA”, in the case of entries above
90%, the probability that STCA does not trigger (state 1) has increased by one per thousand compared
to the case of 20%. This small variation in not captured in Figure 60 and Figure 61 due to the rounding
of the percentages.

10.6 Subnetwork 6: Conflict resolution after STCA
10.6.1 Tornado Analysis
In this section, the tornado diagram has been generated setting the output node of this subnetwork,
“Resolution”, as the target node. This subnet was intended to evaluate the probability of resolution of
a conflict after the STCA was triggered. Figure 62 shows the diagram relative to this subnet.
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Figure 62: Subnetwork 6 LECBCCC. Tornado diagram

Analysing the diagram, it should be noted that the combination of states of the variables that will have
the most influence on the target node occurs when the ATCo workload at the time of the event in its
state 4, which represent a very low workload (“ATC_Workload_in_instant_t=State4”); the time that
elapses between the STCA and the CPA is lower than 120 seconds (t_STCA_to_CPA=s3_120_up); when
the ATCo performs only one action or no action over the aircraft from the time of the STCA to the CPA
(“ATC_actions_STCA_to_CPa=s1_below_1”) and the time that elapses from when the STCA is triggered
until the CPA is reached (“t_STCA_to_CPA= s1_below_120”).
By the colour of the bars, it can be seen that this combination of states is inversely proportional to the
target variable, since they increase and decrease in the opposite direction.
The variables that have been named in this first combination are repeated in several of the bars of the
diagram. In addition, it is worth highlighting other variables that appear several times in the diagram.
These are: when the ATCo performs only one action or no action over the aircraft from the time of the
STCA to the CPA (“ATC_actions_STCA_to_CPa=s1_below_1”); when the aircraft are not at the same
flight level at the time of the STCA (“Dif_FL_STCA_AB=s2_0_up”).
Therefore, the states of the variables exposed in this section are the most influential in order to analyse
the variation of the final node.

10.6.2 Forward analysis
Below, Figure 63 and Figure 64 show the different configurations of the nodes in subnet 6 for the cases
of entries per hour below 20% of the declared value and above 90%, respectively.
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Figure 63: Forward analysis LECBCCC below 20%. Subnetwork 6
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Figure 64: Forward analysis LECBCCC greater than 90%. Subnetwork 6

Analysing the figures, it can be seen that there are no notable variations in the configurations of the
nodes of the networks, as happened in the previous subnet. As has already been commented for the
previous case, this could be due to a low sensitivity of the network or to a not very noticeable variation
in the parent nodes for the case of entries per hour below 20% and above 90% of the declared value.
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11 Annex 5. Application of the Bayesian
model to the Use Case 2 - LECBCCU
11.1 Subnetwork 1: Assessment of aircraft interaction
11.1.1 Tornado Analysis
This section shows the tornado diagram that has been generated to detect the states of the most
influential variables for the case of subnet 1, in which the target node set is the output one,
“Interaction”. In Figure 65 this diagram is represented.

Figure 65: Subnetwork 1 LECBCCU. Tornado diagram

Analysing the diagram, it should be noted that the state of the variables that will have the most
influence on the target node occurs when aircraft entries on the sector in a five-minute period are
between 65 and 85% of the sector's capacity (“Entries=s3_65_80”) and occupancy is also between 65
and 85% of the declared capacity of the sector (“Occupancy=s3_65_80”). By the colour of the bars, it
can be seen that this combination of states is directly proportional to the target variable, since they
increase and decrease in the same direction.
This combination of variables also appears in the third sensitivity bar although, in this case, the
percentages represented for each of them are lower (“Occupancy=s2_40_65”
,“Entries=s1_below_55”) and their relationship with the output variable is inverse.
The bar that represents the second most sensitive variable and its status refers to when the instant
demand or the aircraft entries on the sector in a five-minute period is below the 60% of the sector’s
capacity (“Instant_demand=s1_below_60”). In this case, the colours indicate a inverse relationship in
the variation with the output variable.
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The variables or combinations of variable states that have been named as the most sensitive are also
repeated in the rest of the bars of the diagram. In addition, there are other relevant variables such as
the aircraft flight level difference at sector entry ("Entry_FL").

11.2 Subnetwork 2: Assessment of potential conflict
11.2.1 Tornado Analysis
Figure 66 shows in a bar system the combinations of variable states that are most sensitive to a change
in the output node in descending order. In this case, the output node refers to state 1 of the variable
"Potential_Conflict".

Figure 66: Subnetwork 2 LECBCCU. Tornado diagram

It can be observed that the first two bars and the fourth one are not symmetrical about the axis. They
are centered on the right-hand side of the graph and are also red in color. This indicates an inverse
relationship with the variation of the output node, i.e. a 10% increase in the output variable would
mean a decrease in all combinations of variables represented in the first three bars. However, a
decrease in the output variable would not mean an increase in them either.
These two variables appear in the first two bars as well as spread throughout the graph, thus their
sensitivity to changes in the output variable is well represented.
It should be remembered that this subnetwork is a calculation subnetwork, therefore, the rest of the
variables that appear are part of the calculation carried out to obtain if the headings converge or if the
flight levels overlap. These previous variables, instead of referring to the aircraft pair, refer to each of
the aircraft. Thus, there are two variables that establish through their states the heading measured in
degrees of each of the aircraft at the sector entry ("Entry_hdg_A", "Entry_hdg_b") and at the flight
level ("Entry_FL_A", "Entry_FL_B").
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11.3 Subnetwork 3: Conflict detection assessment
11.3.1 Tornado Analysis
Figure 67 shows the tornado diagram for sub-network 3 of the LECMSAN sector. It shows the ten
variables or combinations of variables that are most sensitive to a change in the output node
"Detected_Conflict".

Figure 67: Subnetwork 3 LECBCCU. Tornado diagram

Firstly, it can be observed that the first five bars that present the most sensitive variable combinations
to a change in the output node follow an inverse relationship to the output node.
In most cases it is a combination of a large number of variable states. These variables are those related
to performances ("Performances"), aircraft not planned in the sector ("No_Planned_AC"), traffic
conditions (“Traffic_Conditons”) and finally the ATCo workload ("ATC_Workload"). Given that this
combination of variables in different states is repeated on numerous occasions and with little
difference in sensitivity, we will not go into detail as to which state each variable is in. We will only
confirm the high sensitivity of these variables on the output variable.
It is remarkable that the case of the second bar is only defined by a single variable, the aircraft not
planned in the sector. This variable takes into account the complexity brought by aircraft not expected
in the sector. It is at its lowest state, less than 30% (“No_Planned_AC=s1_below_0_3”).
Furthermore, for the first five cases a direct relationship with the change in the output variable can be
observed. That is, an increase in the output variable implies a decrease in any of these three
combinations of variable states. Still, for the case of the most sensitive variable, it will have very little
effect if the output variable increases and much impact if the output variable decreases.
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11.3.2 Forward analysis
Below, Figure 68 and Figure 69 show the different configurations of the nodes in subnet 3 for the cases
of entries per hour below 20% of the declared value and above 90%, respectively.
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Figure 68: Forward analysis LECBCCU below 20%. Subnetwork 3
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Figure 69: Forward analysis LECBCCU greater than 90%. Subnetwork 3

Comparing the low occupancy scenario with the high occupancy scenario, it is highlighted that for the
second scenario, states 4 of variable “Delay_Distribution” and states 3 and 4 of variable
“%Delayed_AC” have increased significantly with respect to the first. This means that the more
occupancy there is in the sector, the more likely there will be more aircraft with delay in the sector.
In turn, as can be expected, the variable “Instant_demand” has also increased in its state 4 for the case
of high occupancy.
On the other hand, it is striking that in the case of higher occupancy, the variable “Performance” has
increased in its state 1 with respect to the low occupancy scenario. This variable takes into account the
difference in AC performances at the time of the event, that is, it is influenced by the difference in
speeds between the pairs of aircraft. In the case of an occupancy greater than 90%, it can be seen in
the input variable “Horizontal_Speeds_Difference_Distribution” that most aircraft have a very small
difference in speeds at the entrance to the sector, as shown in state 1. This fact explains the variation
that occurred in the variable “Performance”.
Finally, regarding the output variable (“Detected_Conflict”), it should be noted that in the case of high
occupancy, the probability that a conflict will be detected YES with respect to the case of low
occupancy has increased. Specifically, in the case of low occupancy this probability is 0.8 and in the
case of high it is 0.813. This variation goes against what it might be thought a priori.
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11.4 Subnetwork 4: Conflict resolution assessment
11.4.1 Tornado Analysis
Through the tornado diagram, shown in Figure 70, it is possible to identify the ten states of the
variables most sensitive, in a descending way, to the output node of the subnetwork 4,
“Conflict_Resolved”.

Figure 70: Subnetwork 4 LECBCCU. Tornado diagram

It can be seen that the combination of states that has the most influence on State 1 of the target node
is when the actions performed by the ATCo on the aircraft pair before reaching the CPA is less than or
equal to one ("ATC_actions_to_CPA=s1_below_1"); the distance of the AC at the moment in which the
ATCo acts on them is between 5 and 20 NM (“Dist_t_act_AB=s2_5_20”); there is a flight level
difference between aircraft at the time of controller action ("Dif_FL_t_act_AB=s2_0_up"); there is no
difference between the vertical speed of the aircraft ("Dif_Vz_t_act_AB=s1_0") and the difference in
horizontal speeds at ATCO actuation time is between 10 and 60 Kt ("Dif_Vx_Vy_t_act_AB=s2_10_60").
It also shows high sensitivity to a high ATCo workload ("ATC_Workload_in_instant_t=state2") as well
as the time that elapses between the entry of the AC to the sector and the moment of the CPA is lower
than 120 seconds (“t_entry_to_t_CPA= s1_below_120”).
On the one hand, it can be seen that most of the variables mentioned above are repeated in several
of the bars of the tornado diagram. Therefore, it could be concluded that these variables are the most
influential and the ones that must be taken into consideration in order to draw the appropriate
conclusions and establish the relevant thresholds.
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11.4.2 Forward analysis
Below, Figure 71 and Figure 72 show the different configurations of the nodes in subnet 4 for the cases
of entries per hour below 20% of the declared value and above 90%, respectively.
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Figure 71: Forward analysis LECBCCU below 20%. Subnetwork 4
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Figure 72: Forward analysis LECBCCU greater than 90%. Subnetwork 4

Comparing both scenarios, it should be noted that in the case of high occupancy, states 1 and 2 of
variable “ATC_Workload_in_instant_t” have increased with respect to the low occupancy scenario.
These states represent a high workload for the ATCo.
In turn, the “Action_MIX” and “ATC_actions_in_instant_t” variables have increased the probability of
being in state 3 for the case of high occupancy. This means that the more occupation there is in the
sector, the more likely it is that the controller will have to carry out more actions on the aircraft.
On the other hand, the variable “Traffic_Conditions” has also considerably increased its status 3 in the
case of high occupancy with respect to the case of low occupancy. This variable takes into account the
situation of air traffic demand. State 3 represents the most complex scenario.
Finally, with regard to the output variable, “Conflict_Resolved”, the probability that the conflict will
not be resolved has increased by 4 per thousand in the high occupancy scenario compared to the low
one, going from 0.034 to 0.038. This variation cannot be seen in the figures due to the rounding of the
software.
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